
Ancient Rome 
Pt. 1
Geography and Early 
Development 



Introduction (32.1)
Where is Rome 

located? 

Italy

What geographic 

feature is Italy?

a peninsula 

What body of water is 

Italy located by?

Mediterranean Sea



Introduction (32.1)

According to legend, who founded Rome?

Twin brothers Romulus and Remus

Along what body of what did the city start?

Tiber River



Think About it?
How is the geography going to affect their lifestyle?

• Fertile land from the Tiber River for 

agriculture

• Access to the Mediterranean Sea allows for 

trade and conquering other lands

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/world-history/ancient-medieval/roman-empire/a/roman-republic

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiber

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/world-history/ancient-medieval/roman-empire/a/roman-republic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiber


Early Romans and their Neighbors (32.2)

What group of people were the first 

Romans?

The Latins who came from the ancient 

country of Latium.

Where was the first Latin village?

The Latins built a village on the Palatine

that would eventually become the city 

of Rome.

What two groups of people influenced 

Roman Culture?

Etruscans

Greeks



The Influence of Etruscan Engineering and 
Sporting Events (32.3 & 32.4)

What are the two important structures the Romans 

borrowed from the Etruscans?  

Arch: used to build large structures such as stadiums, bridges, and aqueducts

Arch: used to build large structures such as 
stadiums, bridges, and aqueducts



The Influence of Etruscan Engineering and 
Sporting Events (32.3 & 32.4)

What are the two important structures the Romans 

borrowed from the Etruscans?  

Arch: used to build large structures such as stadiums, bridges, and aqueducts
Cuniculus: a long underground trench used to 
irrigate the land



Why are arches and cuniculus structures  important? Give 

at least one reason for each structure.

Think-Pair-Share

Arches

• Building aqueducts

• Bridges

• Doorways

Cuniculus

• Irrigation for crops

• Way to get clean water 

What will our current structures 

tell future generations about 

today’s culture?



What two sporting events did 

the Romans adopt from the 

Etruscans?

Slave Fighting: fights during 

funerals where slaves of dead 

master fight to the death.  

Winner still dies though.

Chariot Racing: a 

dangerous race where a 

charioteer (driver) is 

strapped to a chariot 

pulled by horses.



What is a gladiator? 
Gladiator: a Roman 
slave who was trained 
to fight a slave or wild 
animal to the death 
for public 
entertainment.

• Gladiators fought 
in Roman stadiums, 
such as the 
Colosseum, and 
these fights were 
incredibly popular.



-Rome loved to be entertained on a large scale
-Rome did not give much regard for human life when it 

came to sport

Think-Pair-Share
Possible Answers

What can we assume about Roman culture knowing that they 
had these sporting events?

What would our current 
sporting events say about our 
culture today?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gladiator

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gladiator


Influence of Greek Architecture, Greek 
Writing, and Greek Art 

(32.5, 32.6,  & 32.7)
What ideas about architecture 
were adopted from the Greeks? 
Temples
Columns
Concrete



How was the Roman alphabet 
adapted from previous 
alphabets?

The Romans adopted 
Etruscan writing which was 
adopted from the Greeks.  



What kind of art is present in 
both Greek and Roman 
Culture?

Romans borrowed ideas of 
pottery, painting, and 
sculpture from the Greeks.  

Greek pottery was largely 
admired by both the Romans 
and the Etruscans due to its 
beauty and usefulness.



Which is Greek and which is Roman?



Think-Pair-Share

Why is art important?  

What does it tell us today 

about their culture? 

What will our current art 

tell future generations 

about today’s culture?

-tells us about their daily lives, 

gods, heroes, and important 

events

https://www.ancienthistorylists.com/rome-history/top-

10-outstanding-ancient-roman-arts/

https://www.ancienthistorylists.com/rome-history/top-10-outstanding-ancient-roman-arts/


The Influence of Greek 
Mythology (32.8)

How did the Romans blend 
other religions with their 
own? 

Roman ideas about 
religion changed as they 
came into contact with 
other cultures. They were 
mainly influenced by Greek 
Mythology. 

The Romans gave Roman 
names to Greek gods.  
However, unlike the 
Greeks, the Romans were 
much more concerned with 
pleasing the gods rather 
than creating myths about 
them.



Think-Pair-Share

What do you think is 
going to challenge 
Greek Mythology?

-Christianity

-Science

-Philosophy


